Professional Development Program
Overview of Training Options
for WYNN
Freedom Scientific, Learning Systems Group considers training
one of the most significant aspects of learning how to use our
products effectively. The benefits of our products are best
exemplified in a thorough step-by-step training process.
Our training is designed to create successful implementation of
our products. We have found that Professional Development
makes a huge difference in meeting individual students’
educational goals.

WYNN Training Module – Updated with WYNN 6
New Features
LSG has a new WYNN Training CD! The multimedia training program is designed to be
a self-guided training tool to enable users to successfully use WYNN.
The WYNN training module can be used to introduce new users to WYNN or as a
refresher for more experienced WYNN users. The WYNN Training Module CD is
designed so that the user can learn about or review specific features within WYNN.
Additionally, we have a Presentation Demonstration CD that provides a Quick Overview
of WYNN. This information is paired with a ten-minute introduction to the product’s
Basic Features.

GoToMeeting Trainings – Fun and Easy Training for WYNN
GoToMeeting allows us to conduct real-time online training of WYNN. All that’s required
is a high-speed Internet connection and a phone line for the audio. This is a great way
to get a live product overview, see new product features, or explore the steps for using
a particular function, all without leaving your desk. If you’re interested in setting up a
GoToMeeting with our staff, just contact your Regional Manager. You’ll be surprised
how easy, fun, and effective it is.

Onsite Training
LSG offers instructor led training for WYNN on location at your school or organization.
Use our training to teach your teachers, trainers, employees, or yourself how to
effectively use our products. LSG offers training at any point in time ... whether it is
arranged at the time you purchase product, a few months after you have installed the
software, or additional follow-up trainings can be scheduled at your convenience.
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Dealer Training
For a list of dealers that conduct training in your area, please contact your Regional
Manager, www.freedomscientific.com/LSG/about/contact_us.asp.
Freedom Scientific, Learning Systems Group offers two customized levels of training:

Professional Development – Level I
Level I training is essential to building a successful implementation of WYNN and in the
classroom. This introductory training ranges anywhere from half-day to one day. Once
completed, teachers and administrators will have the basic information to effectively
begin using WYNN software.

Professional Development – Level II
Level II training ranges from half-day to two days. This training is designed for
individuals who have mastered the “basics” and want to take WYNN to the next level.
This time is designed to empower teachers to fully utilize the maximum potential of our
software with their students. Teachers will learn new instructional study strategies that
are integral to the learning process and success of their students. The goal of this
training is to aid teachers to understand and implement the educational benefits of the
features of our products. Training includes information on the foundation of learning and
how our software can be integrated into the classroom curriculum to maximize student
learning. This training is designed to meet educators’ needs at any stage of
development.

WYNN Training Covers:
•
•
•
•

Tailoring the reading environment to address auditory and visual processing
difficulties & learning styles – Understanding the four rotating toolbars
Using study tools & strategies to better comprehend information
Using tools to assist with the writing process, including outlining and word
prediction
Using the Internet as a tool for research

Contact Information
For more information about our training options and prices, please contact your
Regional Manager, www.freedomscientific.com/LSG/about/contact_us.asp.
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